Sustainability Consultant
We are seeking to employ a Sustainability Consultant (Life Cycle Analyst (LCA) & Circular Economy) to join our team in our
London-or Farnborough offices.

The Role
This role is responsible for providing sustainable design expertise on life embodied carbon assessments and circular economy
statements – both new build, fit out and refurbishment projects for the public and private sector. Working in a multidiscipline environmental buildings team you will assist in providing a comprehensive design service to the company’s
prestigious clients

Your Responsibilities Will Include, But Are Not Limited To, The
Following:
The Sustainability Group provided high level consultancy advice on a wide range of subjects for projects both in the UK and
Internationally. Its values are ‘Growth’ to deliver global solutions profitably; ‘Fairness’ to treat our clients and colleagues how
we would expect to be treated; ‘Innovation’ to continually strive to create new leading edge solutions; ‘Add Value’ to design
quality solutions for a sustainable future and finally ‘Excellence’ so as to exceed the clients expectations every time. Hilson
Moran are a passionate company looking to drive the low carbon agenda to make real change in the industry
This role is responsible for providing sustainable design expertise on life embodied carbon assessments and circular economy
statements – both new build, fit out and refurbishment projects for the public and private sector. Working in a multidiscipline environmental buildings team you will assist in providing a comprehensive design service to the company’s
prestigious clients

Key Result Areas
This is an exciting time to join us as the industry is demonstrating a renewed interest in sustainability and as we add to our
increasing portfolio of net zero carbon consultancy for both projects and organisations. Hilson Moran are at the forefront of
delivering low carbon buildings.
The Individual
You will have experience in developing Low carbon / net zero materials strategies for planning and beyond and experience in
strategic corporate or portfolio sustainability advice.
You will be an enthusiastic individual with a keen interest in sustainability and a base understanding of the impacts of
buildings on aspects such as climate change and energy consumption to help meet our net zero carbon goals.
You will also have a desire to share knowledge and work in a LCA team with others. You will be a keen advocate of the
advantages of sustainability assessment methods and will be able to help clients to navigate the sustainability and wellbeing
assessment options. This role is also about being prepared to challenge the traditional construction approach where it leads
to inappropriate designs for net zero goals.

We’d Like To Hear From You If You Have


An understanding of circular economy principles and reporting



Carrying out Life cycle assessments (LCA) using accredited databases and tools for buildings and infrastructure
projects



Providing appropriate low carbon material and procurement solutions to lower the embodied carbon of a project



Knowledge of the UKGBC Net Zero and RICS Embodied Carbon guidance methodology for embodied carbon and
experience of delivering results against the BREEAM standards.



Knowledge of the Green House Gas emissions reporting



Knowledge of LCA software such as etool or oneCLICK LCA and ICE databases



Managing workload and meeting project deadlines



Help teams and contribute to developing Hilson Moran’s Sustainable development framework goals



Report writing experience and communication skills for clients and internal teams



Appropriate technical design experience

Qualifications & Skills


An appropriate degree and post graduate qualification, with extensive experience within the climate change sector.



Have at least associate/ affiliate level qualification with an appropriate professional body.



A building sustainability/materials related MSc is desirable

Interested?
Please forward your CV along with a covering letter outlining your suitability for the role and your salary / package
expectations to careers@hilsonmoran.com

All applications will be treated in the strictest confidence. Hilson Moran is an equal opportunities employer and welcome applications from all communities

